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Abstract
Let P be a partial latin square of prime order p > 7 consisting of three cyclically generated transversals.
Specifically, let P be a partial latin square of the form:
P = {(i, c + i, s + i), (i, c′ + i, s′ + i), (i, c′′ + i, s′′ + i) ∣∣ 0 i < p}
for some distinct c, c′, c′′ and some distinct s, s′, s′′. In this paper we show that any such P completes to
a latin square which is diagonally cyclic. Equivalently, we prove that for each prime p > 7, every partial
transversal of size 3 in the addition table for the integers modulo p can be completed to a full transversal.
© 2008 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Background information
A latin square of order n is an n×n array of symbols such that each cell contains one symbol
and each symbol occurs once in each row and once in each column. In this paper, rows, columns
and symbols are taken from the set N = {0,1, . . . , n − 1} and are always calculated modulo n
under addition and multiplication. We use the notation i ◦ j to denote the symbol in cell (i, j)
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of the form (i, j, i ◦ j). A partial latin square, as its name suggests, is a partially filled-in n × n
array of symbols such that each cell contains at most one symbol and each symbol occurs at most
once in each row and at most once in each column.
A latin square L◦ is said to be diagonally cyclic if for each cell (i, j), i ◦ j = k implies that
(i + 1) ◦ (j + 1) = k + 1. Diagonally cyclic squares of even order do not exist; for a nice proof
see [7]. Henceforth we assume that n is odd.
Let n be an odd positive integer and let j be a positive integer such that j > 1 and both j and
j −1 are coprime to n. If we define ◦j by 0◦j i = ij (mod n) for each i, a valid diagonally cyclic
latin square is generated, which we denote by Bn,j . The following diagram shows B5,3.
0 3 1 4 2
3 1 4 2 0
1 4 2 0 3
4 2 0 3 1
2 0 3 1 4
Clearly a diagonally cyclic latin square is defined by the ordering of symbols in row 0. How-
ever, not all orderings of the first row will complete to a diagonally cyclic latin square, as symbols
may not be repeated within a column. In fact, row 0 “generates” a diagonally cyclic latin square
if and only if the functions g(i) = 0 ◦ i and f (i) = 0 ◦ i − i (mod n) are each permutations of the
set N . This ensures no repetition of symbols in rows and columns, respectively.
Let L be a diagonally cyclic latin square of order n. For any constant integer c, we define
L⊕1 c to be the diagonally cyclic latin square formed by cycling the rows of L by c (modulo n).
That is,
L ⊕1 c =
{
(i + c, j, k) ∣∣ (i, j, k) ∈ L}.
Clearly such a transformation is invertible, and thus gives rise to equivalence classes of diago-
nally cyclic latin squares. We thus often assume, without loss of generality, that 0◦0 = 0. In fact,
if 0 ◦ 0 = 0 we say that the diagonally cyclic latin square is in standard form. Similarly we define
L⊕2 c and L⊕3 c to be the diagonally latin squares formed by adding constant c to each column
or symbol, respectively.
Let L be a diagonally cyclic latin square in standard form. For any c coprime to n, we de-
fine L × c to be the diagonally cyclic latin square generated by operation ◦c, where i ◦c j =
(ic−1 ◦ jc−1)c (mod n), for each i, j such that 0  i, j  n − 1. (Informally, the first row of
L× c is formed by multiplying each column and symbol of the first row of L by c.) Again, such
a transformation is invertible. For the curious reader, other equivalences of diagonally cyclic latin
squares are given in Lemma 2.1 of [6].
So suppose that L is a diagonally cyclic latin square of prime order p containing the partial
latin square P defined as in the abstract. Consider the isotopic latin square
L′ = ((L ⊕3 (−s))⊕2 (−c))× ((c′ − c)−1).
Observe that L′ is in standard form, with symbol (s′ − s)/(c′ − c) in row 0 and column 1.
In Section 4, when we prove the main result, we thus assume, without any loss of generality,
that 0 ◦ 0 = 0 and 0 ◦ 1 = j .
In any diagonally cyclic latin square L, the set of symbols L(α) = {(i, α + i,0 ◦ α + i) |
0  i  n − 1} contains each row, each column and each symbol exactly once and is thus a
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0 α  n − 1 are pairwise disjoint. Thus any diagonally cyclic latin square is orthogonal to the
latin square defined by the relation i ◦ j = j − i.
The research in this paper is motivated by the following problem posed by Alspach and Hein-
rich [1]: For each k, does there exist an N(k) such that if k transversals of a partial latin square
of order n > N(k) are prescribed, the square can always be completed? The existence of idem-
potent latin squares for every order n = 2 shows that N(1) = 3. Daykin and Häggkvist [3] have
shown that every partial n × n latin square where each row, column and symbol is used at most√
n/128 times is completable whenever n is divisible by 16. However it is as yet unconfirmed
that N(2) exists. Grüttmüller [7] showed that N(k)  4k − 1. Computational results on latin
squares of small order support the conjecture that N(k) = 4k − 1. As the above problem is diffi-
cult, it seems sensible to consider the following modified version, proposed by Grüttmüller [6]:
For each k, does there exist an odd constant C(k) such that if k cyclically generated diagonals of
a partial latin square of odd order n C(k) are prescribed, the square can always be completed?
Grüttmüller showed that C(2) = 3 [7] and that C(k) 3k − 1 for k  3 [6].
In this paper we provide some evidence that C(3) may be equal to 9. Specifically, we show
(in Theorem 8) that if P is a partial latin square of prime order p > 7 of the form
P = {(i, c + i, s + i), (i, c′ + i, s′ + i), (i, c′′ + i, s′′ + i) ∣∣ 0 i < p}
for some distinct c, c′, c′′ and some distinct s, s′, s′′, then P has a completion to a (diagonally
cyclic) latin square.
In our proof, in Section 3 we first identify a method to reorder certain cyclically generated
transversals within Bp,j to form a new diagonally cyclic latin square. This reordering or trade
is algebraically defined and the transversals are based on some linear transformation of the
quadratic residues mod p. We are thus able to redefine the problem above in terms of simul-
taneous equations, where instead of a precise solution to each equation, we instead require some
information about which coset the solution belongs to. Here cosets are taken from the multiplica-
tive group of the field of prime order p.
When p is large enough (specifically, when p  191) in Section 4 we conveniently exploit
Weil’s theorem to obtain the required solution. Computational methods are then employed in
Section 5 for the remaining, smaller primes.
In the next section we describe some combinatorial objects which are equivalent to diagonally
cyclic latin squares.
2. Combinatorial equivalences
Diagonally cyclic latin squares have a number of intriguing equivalences. Firstly, diagonally
cyclic latin squares of order n correspond bijectively to transversals in the latin square Bn, which
we define to be the addition table for the integers modulo n. To see this, let L be a diagonally
cyclic latin square with operation ◦. Let P ⊆ Bn be the partial latin square defined by P =
{(0 ◦ i − i, i,0 ◦ i) | 0 i  n − 1}. Then P is a transversal. Conversely, let P be a transversal
of Bn. Then, for each triple (r, c, r + c (mod n)) ∈ P , define 0 ◦ c = r + c. Then ◦ generates a
valid diagonally cyclic latin square.
A partial transversal is defined to be a partial latin square with at most one symbol in each
row, at most one symbol in each column and each symbol occurring at most once somewhere
within the square. We have immediately that Theorem 8 in our paper is equivalent to the follow-
ing:
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the integers modulo p can be completed to a full transversal.
Another equivalence involves placing n semi-queens on a toroidal n × n chessboard such
that no two semi-queens may attack each other. A semi-queen attacks any piece in its row and
column, but only on the ascending diagonals; i.e. those which begin in the lower left and finish in
the upper right. On a toroidal chessboard these diagonals “wrap around” in the obvious fashion.
Thus if we replace the chessboard with the addition table for the integers modulo n, we see that
each queen must lie on a different symbol, and no queens may share a common row or a common
column. So a set of n semi-queens which may not attack each other on the next turn is equivalent
to a transversal within Bn. For more detail on the semi-queen problem, we refer the reader to [9].
Recall that for a valid diagonally cyclic latin square, the function f defined by f (i) = 0◦ i − i
(mod n) is a permutation of the set N . Now, it is well known that any permutation of the residues
of a prime may be represented by a finite permutation polynomial. Thus, when the order of a
diagonally cyclic square is also prime, we may express the function f by some finite polynomial.
Indeed, in this instance g(i) = 0 ◦ i is again a permutation polynomial. Together this implies
that f is a complete mapping of the integers mod p. Conversely, let f be a complete mapping
of the integers modulo a prime p. By definition, both f and the function g defined by g(x) =
x+f (x) are permutational polynomials mod p. Moreover, defining ◦ by 0◦ i = g(i) gives a valid
diagonally cyclic latin square. Complete mappings are in turn equivalent to orthomorphisms. For
an introduction and more detailed definitions, see [4]. We note here that Theorem 8 could also
be expressed in terms of extensions of partially defined complete mappings or orthomorphisms.
3. How to reorder cyclic transversals within Bn,j via number theory
Consider the diagonally cyclic latin square B11,6 below. If we replace each symbol in bold
with its subscript, we obtain another diagonally cyclic latin square. In fact, the bold symbols in
the first row are precisely the quadratic residues modulo 11, and the subscripts in the first row
are obtained by multiplication by 4. This example is part of a general construction given in the
following theorem.
Example 2.
0 6 14 7 2 8 31 93 45 10 59
610 1 7 25 8 3 9 42 104 56 0
1 70 2 8 36 9 4 10 53 05 67
78 2 81 3 9 47 10 5 0 64 16
27 89 3 92 4 10 58 0 6 1 75
86 38 910 4 103 5 0 69 1 7 2
3 97 49 100 5 04 6 1 710 2 8
9 4 108 510 01 6 15 7 2 80 3
4 10 5 09 60 12 7 26 8 3 91
102 5 0 6 110 71 23 8 37 9 4
5 03 6 1 7 20 82 34 9 48 10
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(1 − j)am + jbm ≡ cm (mod p) (1)
where p is a prime, 2 j < p, j is coprime to p, m 2, m divides p−1 and am, bm and cm are
non-zero and pairwise distinct (mod p). Let α = 0 and γ be constants modulo p. Next, replace
each symbol in the first row of Bp,j of the form
αβm + γ
(where β = 0) with the symbol
α(b/c)mβm + γ.
Then this new first row generates a valid diagonally cyclic latin square.
Proof. Let L be the square array (at this stage we have not proved that it is latin) generated by
the new first row. Since bm = cm, (b/c)m acts as a derangement on the set of mth powers, so the
symbols in the first row of L (and thus in all rows) are distinct.
It suffices, then, to check that all symbols in the first column are distinct. Within Bp,j , symbol
αβm +γ occurs in column j−1(αβm +γ ) in row 0. So this cyclic transversal contains the symbol
(αβm + γ )(1 − j−1) in column 0. Within L this is replaced by
(
α(b/c)mβm + γ )− j−1(αβm + γ )= αβm((b/c)m − j−1)+ γ (1 − j−1)
= (αβm(a/c)m + γ )(1 − j−1).
Again, as (a/c)m permutes the mth powers, the symbols in the first column (and thus in all
columns) are distinct. 
Observe that 72 + 12 = 2 × 52. Thus, for m = 2, the triple (a, b, c) = (7,1,5) is a valid
solution of Eq. (1) for j = (p + 1)/2 and any prime p > 7. The earlier Example 2 demonstrates
this for p = 11, α = 1 and γ = 0.
4. Completing sets of cyclic transversals
We now focus on the problem of completing three arbitrary cyclic transversals to a (diagonally
cyclic) latin square. In this section, we restrict ourselves to the case where p is a prime. We denote
the finite field of size p by GF(p).
We may assume, without loss of generality, that we have transversals generated by 0 and j in
cells (0,0) and (0,1), respectively. We must have j = 1 for this to be a valid partial latin square.
Our third transversal is arbitrary; assume that it is generated by symbol e in column k of row 0.
So that no symbols repeat in a row or in a column, we have as necessary conditions k /∈ {0,1},
and e /∈ {0, j, k, k+ j −1}. If e = jk, then these three transversals are contained within Bp,j and
thus complete to a latin square. So we henceforth assume also that e = jk.
Our aim is to apply Theorem 3 to Bp,j to obtain a latin square which contains the above three
cyclic transversals. To transform the third transversal, it is sufficient to find m, α, β and γ , with
m | p − 1, α = 0, β = 0, such that
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e = αxβm + γ (3)
where x = (b/c)m for some appropriate solution (a, b, c) to Eq. (1). Equivalently (considering
the conditions of Theorem 3), we assume that x is an mth power modulo p, x /∈ {0,1} and that if
we define
F(x) = 1 − jx
1 − j ,
then F(x) is also an mth power and F(x) /∈ {0,1}.
Eqs. (2) and (3) imply that a given x determines γ and the product αβm:
γ = xjk − e
x − 1 , (4)
αβm = e − jk
x − 1 . (5)
Since x = 1 these equations are well-defined. Given a valid x and m, it is always possible to
choose such α, β and γ . However, in this process of transformation we do not wish to alter the
first two transversals in columns 0 and 1.
Equivalently, −γ /α and (j − γ )/α must not be mth powers modulo p (although they may be
equal to 0). But Eq. (5) implies that α is a non-zero mth power if and only if (e − jk)/(x − 1)
is a non-zero mth power. Thus, the following expressions must not be non-zero mth powers
modulo p:
G(x) = −γ (x − 1)
e − jk =
e − xjk
e − jk ,
H(x) = (j − γ )(x − 1)
e − jk =
xj (1 − k) + e − j
e − jk .
Note that if H(x) = 1 then x = 1. In turn, if x = 1 then F(x) = 1. So if we assume that H(x) = 1
it is unnecessary to specify x = 1 and F(x) = 1 as conditions. In summary, we have the follow-
ing.
Lemma 4. Let p be prime. Let k, e and j be residues mod p such that k /∈ {0,1}, j /∈ {0,1} and
e /∈ {0, j, k, k + j − 1, jk}. Let x = 0 be an mth power mod p such that F(x) is a non-zero mth
power mod p, and G(x) and H(x) are not non-zero mth powers mod p. Then, the three cyclic
transversals generated by 0 ◦ 0 = 0, 0 ◦ 1 = j and 0 ◦ k = e can be completed to a diagonally
cyclic latin square.
If we fix a value of x there will be some inappropriate choices of k, e and j . However, we
next show that for sufficiently large primes, it is possible to find such a x for any choice of k, e
and j that satisfies the necessary conditions outlined above.
The techniques that follow are similar to those applied to constructing cyclic triplewhist tour-
naments in [2]. We need the following version of Weil’s theorem, which follows directly from
Theorem 5.41 in [8]. A good survey of applications of Weil’s theorem (and related theorems)
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a homomorphism from the multiplicative group of GF(p) − {0} into the multiplicative group of
unitary complex numbers. When Weil’s theorem is applied it is also understood that χ(0) = 0
for any multiplicative character χ .
Theorem 5. Let p be prime and let χ be a multiplicative character of the finite field GF(p) with
order m > 1 and let f be a monic polynomial of GF(p)[x] of positive degree that is not an mth
power of a polynomial. Let d be the number of distinct roots of f in its splitting field over GF(p).







)∣∣∣∣ (d − 1)p1/2.
For m = 2, we will use the quadratic character η defined as follows on GF(p) − {0}:
η(x) =
{
1 if x is a quadratic residue;
−1 otherwise.
For m = 2 we can obtain a more explicit version of Weil’s theorem [8, Theorem 5.48]:
Theorem 6. Let η be the quadratic character of GF(p) and let f = a2x2 + a1x + a0 ∈ GF(p)[x]







We can now show the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 7. If P is a partial latin square of prime order p  191 comprising of three, arbitrary,
cyclically generated transversals, then P has a completion to a (diagonally cyclic) latin square.
Proof. Setting m = 2, it suffices to show that the conditions of Lemma 4 hold for any valid
choices of j , k, and e. We wish to show that there exists some x ∈ GF(p) such that η(x) = 1,
η(F (x)) = 1, (η(G(x)) = −1 or 0) and (η(H(x)) = −1 or 0). In fact, we show that there exists
specifically such an x for which η(x) = 1, η(F (x)) = 1, η(G(x)) = −1 and η(H(x)) = −1.
Equivalently, we will show that for p  191, the following set A is non-empty:
A = {x ∣∣ η(x) = η(F(x))= 1 and η(G(x))= η(H(x))= −1}.
Define
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values of x ∈ GF(p), J (x) = 0. Thus S  16|A| + 32. So it suffices to show that S > 32.
By expanding S and using the fact that η is a homomorphism, we can express S as p plus a
series of terms of the form
∑
x∈GF(p) η(K(x)), where K(x) is a product of non-repeated factors
from the set {x,F (x),−G(x),−H(x)}.







From the necessary conditions on j , k and e, each of the quadratics xF(x), xG(x), xH(x)
F (x)G(x), F(x)H(x) and G(x)H(x) have no repeated linear factors and thus each has a non-
zero discriminant.
Note also that x, G(x), H(x) and F(x) are all of the form x − a where a ∈ GF(p). Thus the
splitting field of each K(x) is equal to GF(p), and the number of roots of K(x) over GF(p) is
equal to the degree of K(x). It follows that the conditions of Weil’s theorem hold for each of the










cubic terms, so from Theorem 5 with d = 3, these contribute at least −8√p to S.
Finally there is one quartic term, so from Theorem 5 with d = 4, this contributes at least −3√p
to S. Thus, S  p − 11√p − 6. But p − 11√p − 6 > 32 for any prime p  191. 
5. Computational results
By using computational methods for primes less than 191, Theorem 7 from the previous
section can be improved to the following:
Theorem 8. If P is a partial latin square of prime order p > 7 of the form
P = {(i, c + i, s + i), (i, c′ + i, s′ + i), (i, c′′ + i, s′′ + i) ∣∣ 0 i < p}
for some distinct c, c′, c′′ and some distinct s, s′, s′′, then P has a completion to a (diagonally
cyclic) latin square.
Note that in [6] it is shown that three cyclic transversals do not always complete to diagonally
cyclic latin squares of order 7.
Two approaches were used to do the small cases computationally. Firstly, we checked all the
instances where the conditions of Lemma 4 were satisfied for an appropriate m dividing p − 1.
This approach provided complete solutions for all primes between 61 and 181 (inclusive), and
most solutions for primes between 11 and 59, leaving a total of 891 exceptions (choices of j , k,
and e) for smaller primes:
prime 11 13 17 19 23 29 31 41 47 59
#excep 50 25 120 33 275 126 31 6 150 75
The exceptions 11  p  59 were solved using a randomised depth first search algorithm [5].
The full source code, using a combination of Sage [10] and C++ is available at http://carlo-
hamalainen.net/papers/completing-three-cyclic-transversals.
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Here we present the computational data for p = 11. Each of the following four columns
contain the exceptions (triples k, e, j ) and the first row of the diagonally cyclic latin square
which was found by backtrack search for the given triple. The symbol ‘a’ denotes 10.
2 1 4 04172a83965
2 1 5 051872493a6
2 3 4 0435a921687
2 3 5 053a1796248
2 5 2 02591a86473
2 5 7 075a2639184
2 6 7 076a2498531
2 6 8 08627a35941
2 7 2 0275194a386
2 7 3 0372814a965
2 8 3 038629514a7
2 8 9 098627531a4
2 10 2 02a69743185
2 10 3 03a47915286
3 1 3 038172a6954
3 1 5 0541927a386
3 1 7 076194835a2
3 1 8 086137925a4
3 1 9 097168524a3
3 2 3 0392a875164
3 2 4 04629318a57
3 2 5 05927631a48
3 2 7 074283915a6
3 2 9 09428a73615
3 4 3 035491a2768
3 4 7 075413a9286
3 4 8 0854a731629
3 4 9 098437a5216
3 4 10 0a549732186
3 5 2 0275a936418
3 5 4 04a53918276
3 5 6 069518427a3
3 5 7 0735192a684
3 5 8 087519463a2
3 6 3 0396a471528
3 6 9 0916a748253
3 7 4 04172a83965
3 7 8 0837925a641
3 8 3 03a85492176
3 8 9 094873521a6
3 9 4 04392a86157
3 9 5 057914836a2
3 9 6 061972854a3
3 9 8 087963541a2
3 9 10 0a498176532
3 10 2 028a7359164
3 10 3 036a7241985
3 10 4 048a2659137
3 10 5 058a3694271
3 10 9 096a5741382
7. Future work
In this paper we have shown that since quadratic residues give rise to “trades” of cyclic di-
agonals in the latin squares Bn,j (where n is prime), we can apply Weil’s theorem to show the
existence of completions of any set of three cyclically generated transversals to latin squares of
prime order n > 7.
Unfortunately we have been unable so far to generalize the results of this paper further. Some
barriers to direct generalization are as follows. One strategy would be to generalize our result
to prime powers. While variants of Weil’s theorem exist for prime powers, in the composite
case the generality we exploited in fixing the second transversal is lost. We also considered the
problem of completing four cyclically generated transversals to a latin square of prime order.
However, preliminary explorations indicate that the number of simultaneous equations that need
to be solved becomes too large for Weil’s theorem to be of any use here. Some new approaches
are needed.
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